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In all the countries of the World Health Organization’s (WHO) Eastern Mediterranean Region (EMR), hepatitis B infection is endemic [1]. In low-risk countries, hepatitis B infection occurs in teenagers and young adults as a result of risky behaviours. Effective vaccination, better blood screening and proper sterilization/disinfection has contributed considerably in its control [2]. In endemic countries, including EMR countries, however, the infection tends to occur in infants and children from maternal–fetal transmission, close contacts from persons nursing the infected patient’s wounds and the percutaneous route (unsafe injections, improperly sterilized invasive medical devices and improperly screened blood transfusions) [3,4]. Unfortunately in endemic countries, the disease in children is generally unrecognized because the signs and symptoms are negligible. These cases are unlikely therefore to be recorded in the surveillance data. As a result, endemic countries bear the brunt of hepatitis B infection as adult chronic disease, cirrhosis and its complications and hepatocellular carcinoma [5].

According to WHO and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) [1], the major interventions that can control the spread of hepatitis B include: a) Hepatitis B vaccination (universal immunization of all neonates, catch-up vaccination of all children who have missed the universal vaccination and vaccination of high-risk groups); b) Safe blood transfusion; c) Injection safety; d) Infection control including hospital waste management; and e) Surveillance for new cases.

Routine infant immunization programmes will ultimately achieve a wide coverage and increased immunity in the population and hence prevent disease spread and the chronic complications of hepatitis B infection [6]. Reduction in the prevalence of hepatitis B infection has already been reported from many highly endemic countries after the launch immunization programmes [7–11].

Protective antibody titres ( > 10 IU) are achieved after vaccination which fall after some time but antibodies are boosted following exposure to hepatitis B virus [12,13]. Antibody titres generally remain viable for 15 years and to date a booster dose is not recommended. Maternal–fetal transmission to infants born to HBsAg positive mothers can be drastically reduced with the administration of hepatitis B immune globulin (HBIG) and hepatitis B vaccine given at different sites [14] within 24 hours of birth [12].

The cost of treatment of hepatitis B infection and its complications is huge and cost–benefit studies show vaccination to be very cost-effective, even in low-endemic counties when compared with the treatment costs and life lost. However, although the cost of each hepatitis dose is less than US$ 1, with 3 doses the overall cost is higher when compared with the other 6 vaccines recommended by WHO and given through the Expanded Programme on Immunization (EPI) [12] and this is a concern of many developing countries.

While hepatitis B vaccine has been introduced into EPI in all countries of the Region except Somalia and South Sudan, only 14 countries give a dose at birth. Nonetheless, over 85% of infants born in the Region have received 3 doses of hepatitis B vaccine [3] although some countries are reporting low figures [15]. As well as infant immunization, WHO recommends vaccination of high-risk groups, such as health care workers; however, in most EMR countries health workers are either not vaccinated or not fully vaccinated [16,17].

An issue of concern in EMR countries is the viability of the vaccine at high temperatures as in most EMR countries, temperatures in summer reach 40 °C and higher. Fortunately, the hepatitis B vaccine is thermostable and remains effective for 1 week at temperatures of 45 °C and for 1 month at 37 °C [12].

The challenges for hepatitis B vaccination in EMR are to achieve > 95% coverage in all neonates and to administer catch-up vaccination to those not yet covered and adult vaccination of high-risk groups, such as health workers. Each country should examine the reasons for low coverage at birth and address the issues accordingly and implement catch-up vaccination at schools, work places and homes. High-risk groups in particular need to be identified, motivated and vaccinated.

For countries with unregulated blood banking, a national strategy should be implemented on a priority basis with standardization of testing kits.
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Unnecessary therapeutic injections should be discouraged by improving people’s perception about injections. Surveillance of hepatitis should be added in the health information and management system of EMR countries to identify new cases arising in the population as the ultimate aim is to stop emergence of new cases.
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